On Facebook Lindsay asked the following:
“I have another question for you! I'm working on an
upcoming episode of TEFL Commute and I wanted to ask:
'What awards do you have from your school days? e.g.
School spirit award (which I proudly won!). Were there any
weird awards when you were at school? Do you still have
trophies or medals from when you were a kid? If so, where
do you keep them now?”

Here are some of the replies, you can see more here:
https://www.facebook.com/lclandfield/posts/10154280934844884
Tyson Seburn I won the Academic Achievement Award in Grade 4. After that, I won
the Library Award in Grade 7. Oh, I also won the school's Keyboarding Contest in
Grade 10. Yes, I can type accurately and quickly! No sports awards here though... I
have no idea where they are now, but probably in a box in my mom's house
somewhere.
Luke Meddings I still have the Elvis biog that I bought with the book token prize for..
something or other. It was deemed unsuitable for the prize-giving and a volume
about railway locomotives was substituted during the ceremony itself. It literally
changed my life tho. Elvis, by Dave Marsh, not the trains.
Fernanda Capobiango Table tennis. I've won a golden medal which is kept in a
special box.
Helen Waldron I never, ever won an award at school. I won some external stuff, like
a Barclays Bank story writing competition, for which I was allowed to choose a book
for the school library (I chose Andy Warhol's "A to Z and Back Again" and my request
was ignored). I also won uni stuff. I was obviously very focussed on financial gain
(didn't have rich or generous parents!).
Aneta Naumoska Student of the Month (it was April, can't remember the year, I think
I was in Grade 4) - I got my picture taken and it was framed and put on one of the
school walls, I wasn't given the picture though. It was in Hamilton (Canada),
unfortunately the school doesn't exist anymore.
Marcos Benevides I've always been proud of the creative writing award I received in
grade six, especially considering that I could barely say 'hello' in English in grade
five.
Sarah M. Howell 'Best dressed Horse and Rider' - in first show jumping competition.
"Best flowerless daffodil" in spring bulb competition
Valeria Benevolo Franca I won a Best Writing Award when I was about 12 and won
a book token. So I went to the local bookshop and brought the book I had been
longing for "A World of Movies- 70 years of film history in photos". Then in 1984 I
won an O level Special Achievement Award - yet another book token and this time it
was a book of protrait photos on "The Russian Empire". I still have both books and
not only do I love them dearly , but they remind me of the importance of recognising
someone's efforts in school. It does make a world of difference and boosts your
confidence.

Anthony Gaughin Never won anything at school as I recall, but was awarded full
Colours (like being an Oxbridge Blue) and nominated (didn't win) sportsman of the
year for fencing at university.
Lewis Lanford When I was a Cub Scout age 9 or 10, I won a trophy for second
place in craftsmanship in the Pinewood Derby. A couple of years ago, I discovered
the packed-away trophy and the three cars I made (with my dad's help) over three
years. All four items are now displayed together on a wall in the living room, in a box
I made.
Julie Raikou At 16 I won an award for languages at school. The prize was 2 weeks
at an international youth centre in the Loire Valley. Brilliant! Until the return when I
had to give a report to the Rotary club #stillcringing
Judy Garton-Sprenger I was awarded a music prize, life-saving medals, books etc,
but the best was when I was nine or ten years old, and Fry Cadbury (at that time a
huge confectionery business in the UK) ran a schools competition for painting a
fairground, and I won a bumper box of chocs: Mars bars and Milky Ways and all
kinds of goodies that no longer exist. For a post-war child who'd never seen such
delights, this was heaven – and my parents couldn't take it away from me!
Lucy Crichton Headmaster's Award, not for academic brilliance but just for simple
all round shine! It has marked my life in a very positive way since! Sport's Day cup
but had to give it back the following year!
Lizzie Pinnard I won a German dictionary for German prize and a book of African
stories as an English lit prize. Both in penultimate year of (I)GCSE. When younger I
also won some rosettes and certificates for various horse things, mostly
showjumping. I got a prize during my ALevels too, something to do with the number
of commended works I had got over the year, but am hazy on the details. The books
and horse stuff remain somewhere in my parents' house in Botswana!
Christina Rebuffet-Broadus There was always "Most improved" and the kid got a
really cool prize like a bike. We (the kids who always made good grades from the
start to the end of the year) never really understood why we didn't get anything more
than a paper certificate!
smile emoticon
Ken Wilson When I was 17, I won the Obadiah Ghosh Festival Award, open to sixth
formers in the Manchester area, and used it to visit Stratford-on-Avon and see
Shakespeare on stage for the first time. I had to write an essay about what
Shakespeare meant to me. I can't imagine for the life of me what I actually wrote
because I've never felt that inspired by the bard (ducks as people throw stuff at him
for such a philistine remark).
Cara Dinneen The bounciest bumble bee. It was an eisteddfod performance of
Noah's Ark...I so wanted to be the horse, but when one has the physique of a bumble
bee, one must embrace it. Mum has a certificate somewhere...

